Semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have been enriched by 1-aminopyrene treatment of the mildly oxidized SWNTs due to removal of metallic SWNTs having a higher affinity for 1-aminopyrene.
Introduction
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have received considerable research attention due to their many potential applications [1, 2] .
The SWNTs contain both metallic and semiconducting SWNT species, which has prevented widespread acceptability. If metallic and semiconducting SWNTs can be separated, they can be individually applied to the development of nanometer-sized conductors and field-effect transistors, respectively [3, 4] .
Therefore, many researchers have attempted to separate metallic and semiconducting SWNTs by using aliphatic amine adsorption, tetracarboxyl coronene adsorption, porphyrin adsorption, H 2 O 2 treatment, agarose gel electrophoresis, and microwave radiation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Aliphatic amine molecules are selectively adsorbed on metallic SWNTs through an interaction utilizing the amino group [12] . This selectivity is attributed to the higher density of state (DOS) of the metallic SWNTs at the Fermi level. The inverse phenomenon is often observed after acid-treatment of SWNTs [13] . This phenomenon is attributed to quicker charge transfers from the amino group of the amine to the SWNT hole-doped by the acid treatment.
Furthermore, the oxidation level of the SWNTs is an important factor in the selectivity of the amine adsorption [13, 14] .
In this paper, we report the fluorescence properties of an aromatic amine, 1-aminopyrene, adsorbed on metallic and semiconducting SWNTs. The aromatic amine is expected to be adsorbed on the oxidized surfaces of the SWNTs in three ways [5, 12] . On the graphene surface, the aromatic amine is adsorbed through a π-π interaction (aromatic ring) or an interaction utilizing the amino group (N lone pair or H atom of NH 2 ). On the other hand, the aromatic amine is also adsorbed through a hydrogen bonding interaction with the carboxyl groups on the SWNTs [15] . The adsorption properties of the aromatic amine can be expected to differ between metallic and semiconducting SWNTs depending on their DOS.
Therefore, we attempted to enrich metallic or semiconducting SWNTs by using 1-aminopyrene and taking advantage of the differences in the adsorption properties. The fluorescence properties of 1-aminopyrene adsorbed on the metallic and semiconducting SWNTs were investigated in order to clarify its adsorption mechanism. The adsorbed 1-aminopyrene can be desorbed by dispersing the SWNTs into some concentration of acid solution due to their positive electrostatic repulsion.
Experimental

Enrichment of metallic or semiconducting SWNTs
The SWNTs (HiPco, carbon nanotechnologies) were added to a mixture of concentrated nitric acid and sulfuric acid (v:v = 1:3) and then mildly sonicated for 30 min. This sample was designated as Ac-SWNT. Oxygen-containing groups were produced by the oxidation of the SWNT surface in order to enhance the dispersibility of the SWNTs and their interaction with 1-aminopyrene in solvents. Thirty milligram of this Ac-SWNT and 0.1 g of 1-aminopyrene were added to 20 cm 3 of anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) and then refluxed for 48 h at 340 K in order to adsorb 1-aminopyrene on the Ac-SWNT. The suspension was filtered with suction using a membrane filter with 0.1 μm pore size (Advantec H010A047A) in order to remove the highly dispersed SWNTs adsorbing a large amount of 1-aminopyrene.
The resultant solid was designated as Ap-SWNT. Raman spectra of the Ac-SWNT and Ap-SWNT were obtained with a Jasco NRS-2100 spectrophotometer using laser excitation at 633 nm to determine their metallic and semiconducting characteristics. Raman spectra of the SWNTs contained in the filtrate of the suspension could not be observed because their amount was too small to detect a valid signal.
Fluorescence measurements
The adsorption properties of 1-aminopyrene on metallic and semiconducting SWNT surfaces were investigated by the fluorescence measurements. However, the fluorescence of the aromatic molecules adsorbed on the SWNT aggregates was scarcely observed due to strong quenching. Our unique procedure to create a highly dispersed system of individual SWNTs throughout solvents allowed the fluorescence observations. Either the Ac-SWNT 
Results and discussion
Characterization of Ac-SWNT and Ap-SWNT by Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of the untreated SWNT, Ac-SWNT, and Ap-SWNT were obtained in order The relative intensity of the M 11 band in the Ac-SWNT was higher than that in the SWNT. As already known, the acid treatment selectively oxidized the semiconducting SWNTs and increased the metallic SWNTs [9] . The M 11 band of Ac-SWNT exhibited a larger Raman shift than that of the SWNT, indicating that the Ac-SWNT contained small diameter metallic SWNTs [16, 17] . This is because the large diameter metallic SWNTs were violently oxidized due to their high density of state at the Fermi level and removed by the filtration [18] . On the other hand, the semiconducting SWNTs were well oxidized and removed, regardless of their diameter, due to their high reactivity. [5, 7] . In addition, the Breit-Wigner-Fano band which is one of the bands due to metallic SWNTs was observed at around 1550 cm -1 [7, 18] . This band is highly sensitive to the electronic effects. The acid treatment oxidized not only the semiconducting SWNTs, but also the metallic SWNTs.
Only the Breit-Wigner-Fano band disappeared after the acid treatment due to lowering the Fermi level by the oxidation of the SWNT surface [7] .
The decrease in this band intensity does not indicate the decrease in the metallic SWNTs. The relative intensity of the S 22 band in the Ap-SWNT was higher than that in the Ac-SWNT. As the percentages of the metallic and semiconducting SWNTs are regarded as 27% and 73% for SWNT according to the reference values [19] , those can be estimated to be 36% and 64% for Ac-SWNT and 27% and 73% for Ap-SWNT from the relative intensities of the M 11 and S 22 bands, respectively. The S 22 band of Ap-SWNT exhibited a larger Raman shift than that of the Ac-SWNT because the Ap-SWNT contained small diameter semiconductor SWNTs [16, 17] . The large diameter SWNTs were removed by filtration. This reason is discussed in Section 3.3. have reported selective interactions between the amino group of aliphatic amines and the graphene sheet of air-oxidized metallic SWNTs (oxidation at lower levels) [14] . Therefore, our results suggest that the interaction between the amino group of 1-aminopyrene and the graphene sheet of the metallic SWNTs is stronger due to the mild oxidation of the SWNTs used in our experiment. However, the adsorption through a π-π interaction is also considerable because 1-aminopyrene has an aromatic ring. In order to clarify the adsorption properties of 1-aminopyrene on each SWNT, fluorescence measurements of 9 1-aminopyrene adsorbed on the SWNTs is essential. (Figure 2) 
Fluorescence properties of 1-aminopyrene adsorbed on SWNTs
1-Aminopyrene is a useful fluorescence probe for studying the physicochemical properties of the surrounding environment because it emits original fluorescences depending on the surrounding environment [15] . We have previously shown that 1-naphthol and pyrene were adsorbed on carbon nanotubes through a π-π interaction by observing fluorescences that were similar to those in non-polar solvents such as cyclohexane [21] [22] [23] . Therefore, by applying the same reasoning, these peaks can be attributed to the adsorption of 1-aminopyrene through the π-π interaction onto the graphene sheet of the SWNTs. In short, the fluorescence measurement revealed that 1-aminopyrene formed the APH + -like species by hydrogen bonding with the carboxyl group on both the Ac-SWNT and Ap-SWNT and formed the π-stacking species on only the Ap-SWNT containing a larger amount of the semiconducting SWNTs.
( Figure 4) 
Adsorption mechanism of 1-aminopyrene on the SWNTs
Based on the results of the Raman spectra, it was found that the semiconducting SWNTs are enriched in the Ap-SWNT compared to that in the Ac-SWNT. This indicates that the metallic SWNTs were removed from the Ac-SWNT by amine treatment due to their higher affinity for 1-aminopyrene. On the air-oxidized metallic SWNTs (oxidation at lower levels), the amino groups of aliphatic amines selectively interact with the graphene sheet of the metallic SWNTs [13] . Therefore, it is suggested that 1-aminopyrene is adsorbed on the graphene surface of the metallic SWNTs through the interaction of the amino group (N lone pair or H atom of NH 2 ) in addition to the hydrogen bonding interaction [5, 6] . The quenching at a close distance between 1-aminopyrene and the SWNTs is the reason we cannot observe the fluorescence of the interaction specie by the amino group. A larger amount of 1-aminopyrene molecules was adsorbed on the graphene surface of the Ac-SWNT containing a larger amount of the metallic SWNTs though the interaction of the amino group.
Therefore, 1-aminopyrene cannot be adsorbed on the graphene sheet of the Ac-SWNT through a π-π interaction.
Based on these results, an adsorption model of 1-aminopyrene adsorbed on the SWNTs is proposed in Figure 5 . As shown in Fig.5 (a) , 1-aminopyrene is adsorbed on the metallic SWNTs through the interaction with the amino group on the graphene surface and through the hydrogen bonding interaction with the carboxyl group. On the other hand, 1-aminopyrene is adsorbed on the semiconducting SWNTs through the π-π interaction on the graphene surface and through the hydrogen bonding interaction with the carboxyl groups, as shown in 
